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Thanks to the experience we have inherited from the Italian tour operator mother company 
and its 15 years of working, we know well this country and what we can offer in the most 
romantic European country.  

Italy is one of the most requested destination in the world, and during the recent years, it 
has been more and more appreciated by tourists coming from different countries. That’s why 
JoStudy always chooses to organize campus able to satisfy our clients requests and needs. 
This means accommodations in amazing hotels, activities aimed at specific sports, adventures 
and artistic labs; this means indoors and outdoors entertainment and all above cultural and 
fun excursions in surrounding regions. 

From our Italian campuses, the best cities of the Italian peninsula can be easily reached: 
Rome, the eternal capital of Italy, the Renaissance city of Florence, the famous “Leaning 
Tower” of Pisa, the amazing colorful city of Naples and the floating city of Venice and other 
artistic beauties of this country, a perfect blend of natural and cultural wonders, in the 
country with  the most World Heritage Sites along with China ever. 

The only question you should ask yourself is: Winter or Summer? Jostudy is awaiting you!

SUMMER CAMP - GROUPS & INDIVIDUALS
WINTER CAMP - GROUPS 

AGE
8-18 
YEARS 

OLD

ITALY

WHY GOING TO ITALY?
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AC MILAN CAMP
Are you passionate about football and have you always dreamed of playing 
with one of the most important teams in Europe? You cannot miss this 
opportunity: choose AC MILAN Camp in Italy! 
You will have the opportunity to train with one of the most important and 
famous football clubs and you will be followed by the staff of AC MILAN 
to become a champion. 

ART CAMP
Express your creativity and make real works of art followed by a talented 
and true master of art: you will learn the pictorial techniques, to model 
the clay, to create useful objects to take home with you and how transform 
everything in pure art!

LANGUAGE CAMP
Do you want to live an Italian experience that allows you to deepen your 
English? Are you interested in learning Italian language to talk with 
native speakers? Our Language Camp is an ideal learning experience 
to discover a new world! The course will help to learn Italian or English 
by focusing on the key areas and to use this language during your stay in 
Italy.

ADVENTURE CAMP
Lots of fun activities and a thousand sports among the marvels of the 
natural spots of Italy! Your adventure camp will be an ideal experience 
for enjoying exciting outdoor sports with your friends, exploring hidden 
corner of our nature and live amazing challenges!

4 THEMATIC PROGRAMS

Do you have a group and you would like to have a program customized for your specific needs? 
Contact us! We are always ready to try and to adapt new ideas of camp!
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WHY CHOOSE THE

AC MILAN 
CAMP?

• Our company is the unique partner of the AC MILAN Club in Italy;
• the opportunity to train and play soccer with one of the most important and successful 
football clubs in Europe, followed by AC Milan’s coaching staff, in order to develop your 
soccer skills and gain insight into the techniques and training methods of champions;
• 3 training session per week;
• every session is 2 / 3 hours long;
• AC Milan official coaches;
• The possibility to meet and talk with famous footballer (such as Filippo Inzaghi, the best 
Italian scorer in the Champions League ever);
• AC Milan official kit *
* (socks, football T-shirt and shorts)

EXAMPLE OF SOCIAL PROGRAM (1 WEEK)

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Day 4

Day 5

Day 6

Day 7

Day 8

Morning Afternoon Evening

Arrival day

Football training session

Football training session

Football training session

Football training session

Full-day excursion in an amusement Theme Park

Full-day excursion in city / Bike Ride into the wild

Welcome Party

Disco Night

Team building games 

Karaoke

Quiz Night - Culture & Sport

Tournament Night

Farewell Ceremony

Departure day

Treasure Hunt

Mini-Olympics

Trekking in the Nature

Football tournaments

ITALY
2020


